Smart 4 Paws Inc/ Find Toby in PA
2020 Annual Report

While the world dealt with some major and life-changing events in 2020,
the volunteers of Smart 4 Paws, Inc and Find Toby in PA continued to
pursue our mission of Reuniting Lost Pets - we continued to staff our
Facebook page every day and were fortunate to be able to safely continue
in our field work.
Our Facebook page volunteers are the front lines of contact with our
community and can lead owners in need to our field volunteers who are
able to assist with flyers, feeding stations, cameras and traps which help
reunite those pets.
We were able to obtain some additional equipment during 2020 and our
Equipment Coordinator has worked to ensure that the equipment is
spread out to our different teams so there is less transporting equipment
over a longer distance. We hope to grow our field teams in the future.
2020 Highlights
Our amazing volunteers provided over 5,000 hours of staffed time for our
Facebook page. The hours spent in the field are more than we can even
count! The time it takes to prepare and hang flyers, establish feeding
stations and keep them refreshed, take calls about sightings, set traps and
cameras, and ultimately capture a pet at large are more than we can even
try to estimate!

Volunteer Spotlight
Lisa has been a volunteer
with Find Toby in PA for over
6 years. She is one of our
field volunteers who has
taken the Missing Animal
Response Network (MARN)
training course, helps with
posting flyers and trapping
lost pets.
Lisa and her husband Ron are
owned by four dogs - Samoyeds, Bear & Blake,
German Shepherd, Panny,
and Samoyed Mix, Puppy.
Lisa - THANK YOU for all you
do to support our
organization!

Here are a few of our captures from 2020:

Luna was lost at a truck stop and was successfully trapped by
field volunteer Kim B.
Dax, a Bengal Cat, successfully trapped
by field volunteer Kim.

Bogart was
successfully
trapped by
Michelle

Mr T was successfully trapped twice by Kim

Amelia was successfully trapped by Glenda

Roo was safely trapped after 39 days and it
took the work of multiple volunteers headed
up by Diane

Josie (below) was trapped after 15 days and
our volunteers had to modify our missy trap
to secure her - she was successfully trapped
by Kim

Theo (left)
was
trapped
after 17
days by
Michelle.

Financials
Smart 4 Paws, Inc operates on a small budget and
files a form 990-N for tax-exempt organizations that
are not required to file Form 990 or Form 990-EZ.
Our Board of Directors and volunteers are not
compensated for their service.
Expenditures for the year were just over $12k.
Operations expenses include the costs for our traps,
flyers, trapping supplies, microchip scanners, and
cellular service for our cameras.

Smart 4 Paws/ Find Toby in PA 2020
Expenses
Admin 3.5%

Fundraising 2.6%
Operations
80.7%
Insurance 13.2%

We do break insurance out into its own category,
but it really is part of our Operations expenses, so in
total 93.9% of our annual expenditures are directly for operations.
Admin & Fundraising expenses (approximately $700 for the year) are from items such as: postage, the cost of
our PO box, and paypal fees.
Closing
Smart 4 Paws, Inc, DBA Find Toby in PA is operated by a team of animal-loving volunteers who selflessly give
their time to help the lost and found pets in our community. As many things around us changed, our volunteers
continued to fulfil our mission: Reuniting Lost Pets!
We cannot Thank You enough for your continued support.
Submitted by: Rachel Black, President

